
Family and Friends           Cairo Governorate  
4th primary              Ain Shams District  
Mid Term-2 2013        (A)   Talaea Modern School 

1- Supply the missing parts in the following mini-dialogues:  

1-A: What do you need to travel? 
   B: …………………………………………………………….. 

2-A: ………………………………………? 
   B: Yes, there will be more computers in the future. 

2- Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue between 
a steward and a woman: 
Steward  : ………………………………………………..? 
Woman  :Yes, here you are the passport. 
Steward :How much luggage have you got? 
Woman : ……………………………………………….. 
Steward : Where can we wait for the plane? 
Woman :…………………………………………………………... 
Steward : Have a good trip ,madam. 

3- Choose the correct answer :  
1-Today,I have a lot of ( chores – homework – routines) in the house,  
  like cleaning, washing dishes and washing clothes. 
2-A( suitcase – passenger -  pilot)is a person who travels on a plane. 
3-A( planet – spaceship – spacesuit ) carries astronauts into space.  
4- The teacher was angry when I fell( sleepy-asleep-slept)in the class 
5- When you are travelling, you go through ( arrivals – departures – 
shop)  at the airport.  
6- I ( travel – travelling – travelled ) to Luxor with my uncle last week. 

7- There is ( many – much – a little ) rain, we can’t go out.  

8- ( Will – Did – Is ) the plane fly to Alex tomorrow ? 

9- We(are studying–studied–will study)for the English exam now 

10- There is ( some – any – the ) fruits in the basket. 



 
4- Do as shown between brackets: 

1-Sally will help her mother next weekend.   ( use: going to )  
…………………………………………………………………………… 
2- You can read a …… for fun, it has a lot of pictures.  ( finish ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

3- I studied English yesterday    ( Ask: When ) 
………………………………………………………………………… 

4-  the - plane - I  - get  - airport  - can  - at  - the.      (rearrange) 
…………………………………………………………………………… 
5- Mona ( eat ) all her sandwiches at school everyday.        (Correct ) 
…………………………………………………………………………… 
6-Moha and Mona will watch the new movie tomorrow. 
             (use : yesterday.) 
…………………………………………………………………………… 
7-Mona and Soha cleaned their room yesterday.         (neg.) 
 ………………………………………………………….................…… 
  
8-   
 

h- - se    walk - -     ( Finish ) 
 

9- A place where there are rides and games.  Give one word 
…………………………………………………………………………………
10- Mum got many jars of jam last week.  ( use: jam) 
………………………………………………………….................…… 



6- Comprehension:  
 Read the passage and answer the questions: 

 

Last week we travelled to India. Mum packed our suitcases. 
We had 5 suitcases. Our luggage was overweight and we had 
to pay more money. We went to the airport by taxi. When we 
arrived there, we put our suitcases on a trolley and went into 
the airport. The airport was very busy. It had a lot of 
passengers. When we got on the plane . The pilot said hello 
to us .When the plane started to go up into the air, it was 
fantastic. I looked out of the window. Everything on the 
ground was very, very small - the streets, the cars, the 
buildings and the people. And I was very, very happy . 
A) Answer the following questions : 
1- Where did you travel last week? 
………………………………………………………………………... 
2- Were there a lot of passengers? 
…………………………………………………………………………... 

B) Choose the correct answer : 
3- We had to pay more money because our bags were ……… 

a) underweight   b) overweight   c) busy 

4- We went to the airport by …….. 
a) bus     b) taxi     c) car 

5- The under lined it refers to  ………………. 
 a)ground  b) plane   c) airport  



7- Reader:  
Finish: ( clothes – nervous – script- canteen )     
1-At first Hal felt ……………….. 
2- Tim showed the ……………to Hal. 
3- Hal and Tim were wearing each other’s …………….. 

Who said that ? ( Tim – Hall )  
1- Our mother could say, I am sure   ……………………. 
2- Lets change places for two or three hours. ……………….. 
 
8-  Look at the pictures & write a sentence for each picture: 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
………………………………………………     ……………………………………….. 
………………………………………………     ……………………………………….. 
………………………………………………     ……………………………………….. 
………………………………………………     ……………………………………….. 
 
 
 
 



Family and Friends          Cairo Governorate  
4th primary              Ain Shams District  
Mid Term-2 2013        ( B )   Talaea Modern School 

1- Supply the missing parts in the following mini-dialogues:  

1-A: What do you do at the festival? 
   B: …………………………………………………………….. 

2-A: ………………………………………? 
   B: Yes, there will be many spacestations in the future. 

2- Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue between 
a steward and a woman: 
Air hostess  : ………………………………………………..? 
Woman   :Yes, they are our luggage 
Air hostess :How much luggage have you got? 
Woman  : ……………………………………………….. 
Air hostess : Where can we wait for our family at the airport? 
Woman  :…………………………………………………………... 
Air hostess : The plane will be in a minute ,madam. 

3- Choose the correct answer :  
1-Today,I have a lot of ( chores – homework – routines) in the house,  
  like cleaning, washing dishes and washing clothes. 
2-A(Passport– magazines-Luggage)is all the bags you take on holiday. 
3- ( Satellites –passenger–astronauts)are people who travel into 
space. 
4- The teacher was angry when I fell( sleepy-asleep-slept)in the class 
5- When you arrive from abroad ,you go through ( arrivals – shop 
departures )  at the airport.  
6- I ( travel – am travelling – travelled ) to Luxor with my uncle now. 

7- There is ( many – much – a little ) rain, we can go out.  

8- ( Will – Did – Is ) the plane fly to Alex yesterday ? 

9- We(are studying–studied–will study)for the English exam tomorrow 



10- There isn’t  ( some – any – the ) fruits in the basket. 
 

4- Do as shown between brackets: 

1-Sally is going to help her mother next weekend.  ( use: will)  
…………………………………………………………………………… 
2- I went to Luxor and stayed in a nice …….  .  ( finish ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

3- I had a big party at school yesterday.    ( Ask: When ) 
………………………………………………………………………… 

4-  packed -  luggage  - our -  in  - clothes -  We      (rearrange) 
…………………………………………………………………………… 
5- Mona ( eat ) all her sandwiches at school yesterday.        (Correct ) 
…………………………………………………………………………… 
6-Moha and Mona watch a new movie everyday. 
             (use : yesterday) 
…………………………………………………………………………… 
7-Mona and Soha clean their room everyday.         (neg.) 
 ………………………………………………………….................……  
8-   
 
 

h- - se    walk - -     ( Finish ) 
9- A huge star that gives us light to keep us warm. (Give one word) 
…………………………………………………………………………………
10- Mum got much jam last week.  ( use: jars) 
………………………………………………………….................…… 



6- Comprehension:  
 Read the passage and answer the questions: 

 

Last week we travelled to India. Mum packed our suitcases. 
We had 5 suitcases. Our luggage was overweight and we had 
to pay more money. We went to the airport by taxi. When we 
arrived there, we put our suitcases on a trolley and went into 
the airport. The airport was very busy. It had a lot of 
passengers. When we got on the plane . The pilot said hello 
to us .When the plane started to go up into the air, it was 
fantastic. I looked out of the window. Everything on the 
ground was very, very small - the streets, the cars, the 
buildings and the people. And I was very, very happy . 
A) Answer the following questions : 
1- Where did you travel last week? 
………………………………………………………………………... 
2- Were there a lot of passengers? 
…………………………………………………………………………... 

B) Choose the correct answer : 
3- We had to pay more money because our bags were ……… 

a) underweight   b) overweight   c) busy 

4- We went to the airport by …….. 
a) bus     b) taxi     c) car 

5- The under lined it refers to  ………………. 
 a)ground  b) plane   c) airport  



7- Reader:  
Finish: ( mirrors – trucks – Hall- canteen )     
1-There were big ……… in front of the museum. 
2- Tim looked just like……………… 
3- Tim walked into the…….. 

 

Who said that ? ( Tim – Hall )  
1- I work here at the museum. ……………………. 
2- Lets change places for two or three hours. ……………….. 
 
8-  Look at the picturse & write a sentence for each picture: 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
………………………………………………     ……………………………………….. 
………………………………………………     ……………………………………….. 
………………………………………………     ……………………………………….. 
………………………………………………     ……………………………………….. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Family and Friends          Cairo Governorate  
4th primary              Ain Shams District  
Mid Term-2 2013    model answer(A)  Talaea Modern School 
1- Supply the missing parts in the following mini-dialogues:  

1-B: I need a passport and a ticket. 
2-A: Will there be more computers in the future? 

 

2- Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue between a steward & a woman: 
Steward  : Have you got a passport? Can I see your passport? 
Woman : Three luggage 
Woman : At the departures 
 

3- Choose the correct answer :  

1-chores   2-passenger  3- spaceship   4- asleep 
5- departures 6- travelled  7- much    8- Will 
9- are studying  10- some  

 

4- Do as shown between brackets: 

1-Sally is going to help her mother next weekend.   
2- You can read a magazine for fun, it has a lot of pictures. 
3- When did you study English? 
4-  I can get the plane at the airport   
5- Mona eats all her sandwiches at school everyday 
6-Moha and Mona watched the new movie yesterday. 
7-Mona and Soha didn’t clean their room yesterday.         
8-  horse    walk ed      
9- Give one word 
10- Mum got much jam last week. 
   

6- Comprehension:  

A) Answer the following questions : 

1- Last week we travelled to India  
2- Yes, there were a lot of passengers 
B) Choose the correct answer : 

3-b) overweight   4- b) taxi   5- c) airport  

 

7- Reader:  

Finish: (––- canteen )     
1- nervous   2- script  3- clothes  

Who said that ?  

1- Tim 
2- Hall 



Family and Friends          Cairo Governorate  
4th primary              Ain Shams District  
Mid Term-2 2013    model answer(B)  Talaea Modern School 
1- Supply the missing parts in the following mini-dialogues:  

1-A: What do you do at the festival? 
2-B: Will there be many space stations in the future? 

2- Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue between a steward and a woman: 

Air hostess  : are these your luggage? 
Woman  : three luggage 
Air hostess : At the arrivals 

3- Choose the correct answer :  

1- chores    2- Luggage   3- astronauts   4- asleep 
5- arrivals  6- am travelling  7- a little    8- Did  
9- will study 10- any  

4- Do as shown between brackets: 

1-Sally will help her mother next weekend.    

2- I went to Luxor and stayed in a nice hotel 
3- When did you have a big party at school  
4-  We packed our clothes in  luggage   
5- Mona ate all her sandwiches at school yesterday.        
6-Moha and Mona watched a new movie yesterday. 
7-Mona and Soha don’t clean their room everyday.         
8-   horse    walked      
9- sun 
10- Mum got many  jars of jam last week.   

6- Comprehension:  

A) Answer the following questions : 

1- Last week we travelled to India  
2- Yes, there were a lot of passengers 
B) Choose the correct answer : 

3-b) overweight   4- b) taxi   5- c) airport  

 

7- Reader:  

7- Reader:  
Finish: ( mirrors ––-)     

1- trucks   2- Hal  3- canteen 

Who said that ? (– Hall )  

1-. Tim 

2- Tim 


